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A brief introduction to the immune system: 

 - The immune system is divided into:  figure1  

1-innate immunity  

2-adaptive immunity  ( divided into humeral and cell mediated )    

 

[1] 

Innate immunity 

 early  
 consists of many things and distributed all over your body  
 it contains epithelial barriers, phagocytes, complement system proteins and natural killer cells 

(NK). All of these are not recruited by stimulation.  

[2] 

Adaptive immunity 

  

1- Humoral : depends on B-lymphocytes that produce antibodies.  

2- Cell-mediated: depends on T-lymphocytes. 

 

 Antitumor Effector Mechanisms: 

Cell-mediated immunity is the dominant antitumor mechanism in the human body, so we will now 

talk about cells that participate in this type of immunity. 

 

 
 

Tumor Immunity 

Figure1 : Inntiate immunity cells Vs Adaptive immunity cells  
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 T-cell mediate inflammation: CD4+ cells produce cytokines and bring other inflammatory 

cells and lymphocytes and recognize the microbe (in this case the tumor cells) and get rid of 

them. Figure2 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CD4+ cells mediate CD8+ cell response to antigens CD8+ (cytotoxic “killer” cells) figure3 

 T-cell mediated cytolysis : CD8+ T-cells do it directly rather than CD4+ cells which recruit 

other cells. CD8+ T-cells identity antigens that are abnormal on the surface and kill those 

cells "these could be virus-infected cells, or tumor cells"  

 

Note : CD8 and CD4 are surface markers that differentiate our two major T-cell populations. 

 

Figure2 

T-cells mediate inflammation:  

1: normal tissue get infected and present abnormal antigens  

2: these antigens get presented by presenting cells  

3: CD+ cells recognize it. 

4: CD4+ cells secrete cytokines  

5: this induce inflammation 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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How the whole presentation of the antigens and their recognition occur ? 
figure4 
There are antigen presenting cells (APC) , like tumor cells that can produce antigens and many C-

complex proteins will give a little bit of sample proteins on their MHC 1 protein ,in addition will 

present co-stimulatory molecules to make sure that they turn on T-cells  

 

So T-cells need antigen recognition and co-stimulation for their activation

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3 

CD8+ cells get activated In response to CD4+ cytokines (not shown)  

and directly induce cell death/injury 

Figure4 
2 important signals needed to 

activate T cells  

Signal 1: Antigen recognition , 

for this signal to occur there’s 

on APC  

A: MHC molecule that present 

the bad antigen 

on T-cell there’s  

B : antigen receptor complex 

 

signal 2 : costimulation  

for this signals , on APC cells 

there’s  

C: costimulatory molecule  

on T cells , there’s  

D:costimulatory receptors 

A B 

C D 
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Natural killer cells:  

 

 As we mentioned they are part of our innate immunity - They are the first line of defense 

against tumor cells. 

  they don't require prior sensitization  

 remember: our T-cells have various receptors and their function and maturation depends on 

binding of these receptors to something. Then, natural selection allows T-cells that bind to 

something to become mature and functional, and others will die by apoptosis.Same thing for B-

cells. B-cells that face antigens will proliferate, others will not. But Natural killer cells don't have 

such a mechanism, they attach to different cells. 

 

How NK cells get stimulated : figure4 

  Healthy cells : Logically, NK cells shouldn’t be stimulated, but how can that be achieved?  

- they have MHC1 and it doesn't matter what antigen is held on it.  

- It just identities that this cell has MHC1 on its membrane.  

- also cells will have activating ligands, normal cells will have few of this ligand, so the overall 

balance will not stimulate natural killer cells. 

  

  Abnormal cell: Logically, NK cells should be stimulated, but how can that be achieved?  

1- Loss of MHC-I remember this was one of the mechanism by which tumors cells would evade 

the immune system. This loss will help tumor cells escape from cytotoxic T-cells but 

unfortunately (from the tumor standpoint) this activates natural killer cells because it lost that 

inhibitory signal.  

- So, for NK cells unlike T-cells, MHC protien regardless of what they carry inhibit NK cells.  

- If you lose them>>inhibtion is gone>>activated NK cells  

 

2- Over-production of stress-induced activating ligands. When more activating lignads on 

tumor cells bind to activating receptors on NK cells, the effect of activation will be more than 

the effect of inhibition  NK cells will be activated  

- NKG2D are activating ligands. - These stress-induced ligands are produced in tumor cells and 

cells that have incurred DNA damage and are at risk for neoplastic transformation. 

Macrophages 

 

We’ve already talked about this in inflammations.  

M1 vs M2  figure6 

Classical vs alternative 

 IFN-¥ is produced by T-cells and NK cells and activate M1. So if you have T-cells and NK activated, these 

will release interferon gamma and activate the M1 cells to go down the classical pathway and thus 

killing tumor cells by ROS, NO, lysozymes.  

- Classically activated macrophages exhibit cytotoxicity against tumor cells in vitro. 
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Figure5 : stimulation 

of NK cells  

 

1: action of NK cells is 

inhibited as the 

activating receptors 

are less than 

inhibitory.  

Notice the presence 

of MHC class 1 

molecule 

2: activation of NK  

notice the loss of 

MHC molecule at the 

tumor cell >> this 

promote NK action 

(which is Killing the 

tumor cell)  

 

3: activation of NK 

cells by activation of 

stress-induced 

activating ligands 

Figu
re5

 

1 

2 
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If the body is immunocompetent but has a tumor, is the immune system really working?! 

 Yes it is.  

If it wasn't working, we would find more tumors.  

- HIV patients have tumors that are very rare and don’t occur in immunocompetent individuals.  

- Patient who are immunosuppressed have more tumors than those who are immunocompetent .  

-Patient who are immunocompromised have more Burkitt lymphoma from EBV "ebstein-bar virus" even 

without the over expression of MYC. 

 So you do have a role for immunity,there is a term called "immune surveillance" i.e, a transformed cell 

is recognized by your immune system before it accumulates more mutations and progress through 

carcinogenesis  

 

>>If you are immunocompromised >> no immune surveillance  

 

 

We described three cell types:  

T-cells, NK cells and macrophages.  

These are capable under experimental condition of killing tumors, the major evidence is worthy toward 

M1 : classical 

macrophages it will 

induce inflammation by 

ROS, NO, lysozymes. 

 

M2 : alternative 

macrophages (  not 

mentioned )  

Figu
re6
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cytotoxic T cells.  

How do they identify these tumors?  

Cytotoxic T-cells recognize antigens that are present on MHC-I on tumor cells.  

- This antigen can be a mutated oncogene, tumor suppressor gene … etc.  

These proteins are expressed normally in the body and they are continuously presented to MHC1 

protiens but T cells don’t recognize this as a self antigen. Why? 

 Because you don't have self reacting T-lymphocytes.  

However, if the DNA is mutated, the protein doesn't look like the normal protein, so it will be identified 

as foreign body, activating T-lymphocytes and thus being killed.  

- remember that not all mutation are directed towards cancer.  

Mutations are random. You could have mutations in proteins that have nothing to do at all with growth 

or immune evasion. If these mutations occur in such proteins, the DNA will produce that protein and will 

be presented on MHC-1 and be recognized as non-self and kill the cell.  

These mutations are somehow classified into driver and passenger mutations: 

 A driver mutations is a mutation that induces progression of cancer,ie mutations in something that 

produces the hallmarks of cancer. 

 Passenger mutations are mutations that have nothing to do with cancer Although some passenger 

mutations can turn into driver mutations after treatment, because some of these passenger mutations 

may prevent a drug from entering the cell , for example , or mutations in a molecular target that makes 

it insensitive to the drug. It doesn't do anything to the cancer but it helps it survive the drugs. 

 

 

You have proteins that are normally expressed but never seen by the immune system like : 

mage and bage "these are genes that aberrantly expressed and called cancer-testis antigens  

" They are expressed in the sperm ,sperm don't have MHC1 protein so they normally express them but 

not normally in other cells "other than the sperm" so if you start expressing them outside that region, 

MHC1 proteins will present them and then>> identified by the t cells as non self.  

So these antigens can be used as targets because normally you can't find them everywhere. 

Finally we have: 

oncogenic viral proteins Remember LMP1 ,it's recognized as oncogenic viral protein ,non self,abnormal 

>>kill the cell that has the EBV virus E6 and E7 are also the same for HPV 
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Thick glycogalix and cancer  
we can also use these glycoproteins and sphingolipids as antigens when produce on the cell to identify, 

although probably not diagnose cancer, because they are over done more than normal cells .  

CA-125 and CA-19-9 are known to be increased in ovarian cancer . MUC1 in the breast They are not 

entirely diagnostic because they could be increased in other diseases,however, if you do find elevation 

of these it raises you suspicion to look deeper!  

-you never diagnose a cancer from these or radiology, always take a biopsy These could be also 

therapeutic targets ,remember that we are looking for things the tumor that are specific for the cells ,ie 

they are more associated with tumors than any of the other cells ! 

 Tumor antigens that are specific,are few and far between, actually a lot of antigens that were thought 

to be tumors specific turned out to be tumor associated, so the drugs that target them had very bad side 

effects! 

This Table represent how different cells represent different antigens.. 
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CTL4 receptor:  
 

This receptor is presented on T cells that turns off T cells , normal cells don't express the ligand for CTL4, 

some cancer cells will express the ligand and suppress t cells directly through that receptor, so this is the 

only to date approved immune modulatory treatment for some Cancers Where use of antibody to mask 

the receptor, prevent the ligand from binding to receptor, therefore reactivating the immune system 

and allowing it to kill the cancer. 

 

 

 Now that we already know that t cells also need costimulatory molecules, not only can cancer cells lose 

MHC1 ,they could lose those co-stimulatory molecules, or produce co-inhibitory molecules like the 

ligand for the CTL4 thereby turning activated t cell into inactive form and induce apoptosis of t cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tumor effects on host: 

 (Examples aren’t for memorization) can be observed according to : 

1. Location: Depending on its location, a tumor may have a wide range of effects. 

 Examples:  

Some Thick glycogalix 

are specific for some 

cancers this can be 

used for Diagnostic 

or therapeutic targets 

 

Clinical  

Aspects  

of Neoplasia 
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- Benign or malignant tumors that grow beyond a certain size may obstruct the pituitary gland, cutting 

off its blood supply, and causing hypopituitarism.  

- Tumors in the lungs can restrict the exchange of CO2 and O2, compromising our ability to breathe. - 

Benign or malignant tumors in the brain can increase the intracranial pressure, causing herniation.  

2. Function:  

- Lung tumors, as mentioned above.  

- A tumor in the liver may obstruct the biliary duct, causing jaundice (yellow pigmentation of skin).  

- Tumors can compress various nerves (In Acoustic Neuroma, a tumor compresses the auditory nerve 

and causes hearing loss) have drastic effects  

(As in ACTH in the pituitary gland, or T3 and T4 in the thyroid gland). 

 Tumors can also produce hormones not normally secreted in our bodies, such as parathyroid-like 

hormone, which causes hypercalcaemia, eventually leading to metastatic calcification, causing 

functional loss. 

 3. Bleeding / Ulceration / Infection: causes inflammation.  

4. Cancer Cachexia figure7 

- Cachexia is the progressive loss of muscle mass and body fat associated with cancer (see picture). 

 It is related to the size and aggressiveness of the tumor, and characterized by weakness, anemia, and 

anorexia.  

- It is NOT caused by the increased nutritional demands of the tumor.  

- Essentially, Cachexia is caused by cytokines (mainly TNF) produced by the host cells in response to the 

tumor, or by the tumor cells themselves.  

TNF induces loss of appetite, which decreases caloric intake, while the metabolic demand of the 

body (BMR) remains the same. 

 TNF also increases lipolysis (fat degradation) and proteolysis, which induces ubiquitin-proteosomal 

degradation of skeletal muscle.  

- There is no real treatment for Cachexia except removal of the tumor Paraneoplastic  

 

Cancer cause cachexia  

 

TNF induce:  

1 : loss of apatite which lead to decrees caloric 

intake and Anorexia (weight loss) 

2: hydrolysis of body fat and protein  

along with increased Metabolic rate (3)  

these effects lead to  

4: a decrease in fat mass an Lean body mass ( 

protein) in the body 

5: collectively this induce cachexia 

1 
2 

3 4 

5 

Figure8 
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Syndromes:  
- Paraneoplastic syndromes are syndrome complexes that occur in patients with cancer that cannot be 

readily explained by the primary tumor or its metastases. 

 A tumor can induce several paraneoplastic syndromes concurrently. 

 Note: You have to memorize the table  

 

 

There are three common and important paraneoplastic syndromes we should mention: 

 

 1. Hypercalcaemia: Other than the causes mentioned in the table, hypercalcaemia can result from 

extensive metastasis to the bones. However, in this case, it isn’t considered to be a paraneoplastic 

syndrome, since it was directly caused by the tumor’s metastasis (increased turnover of the bone leads 

to increased release of calcium from the bones into the bloodstream).  

 

2. Hypercoagulability can cause nonbacterial thrombotic endocarditis in cancer patients, due to clots 

formed from hypercoagulability. So these patients are at a higher risk to develop blood clots. 

  

3. Cushing’s syndrome: Characterized by increased ACTH production. (characterized by the ‘Buffalo’s 

hump’) 
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 Grading and Staging of Cancer:  
 

number of mitoses. The cancer is classified as grade I-IV.  

This varies widely depending on the cancer type.  

Grading will be discussed further in systems, since each system has specific tumors and each tumor has 

specific grading. (Grade I) higher (grade IV). (Grading increases with increasing Anaplasia). 

 of staging used: 

 

 1. The TNM system: figure8 

 Tumor (T1-T4; depends on size and depth of the tumor).  

Node (N0-N3; depends on how many and how far the affected nodes are).  
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Metastases (M0 or M1; has the tumor metastasized or not).  

 

 

2. AJC (American Joint Committee) classification  

combines the TNM classification into four stages. (don’t memorize the table) When compared with 

grading, staging generally has a higher clinical value. you can see from the table, mortality varies widely 

from stage I to stage IV of cancer. The earlier a cancer is diagnosed, the higher the 5 year survival rate. 

Note: the doctor showed an example in intestinal cancer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 We do depend heavily on lab diagnosis in cancer but u should not underestimate your own 

diagnosis.  

 

 Clinical examination and family history are vital for cancer treatment. 

if we were to give a pathologist a tumor sample, they would not be able to give a diagnosis 

unless we specify who and where we took the sample from. 

Figure9 

TNM system  

LAB  

Diagnosis 

of cancer 
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 When giving a pathologist  a sample , you should make sure that it is  well preserved and 

representative of the tumor.  

How the site from which the biopsy is obtained affect identifying the tumor? 

 If you take the sample from the middle of a proliferating tumor, the pathologist would see 

blood and necrotic tissue (useless for diagnosis).  

If we take the sample from the periphery, we could miss the tumor altogether. 

 

 

  It’s very important to know what kind of tumor you’re dealing with and how to sample it. 

 

  The laboratory evaluation of a specimen can only be as good as the specimen itself. 

 

 

 So, how do we take a sample? 

[1] excisional biopsy figure10 

 we excise (take out) the whole tumor and give it to the pathologist. 

 The pathologist will examine it to determine what kind of tumor it is.  

 

[2] we can not always do excisional biopsies because the tumor are either too large or because we need 

to be extra-careful with the tumor (as in breast tumors where we need to have clean margins). In this 

case, we take part of the tumor as a sample (Incisional Biopsy). During operations, we can send frozen 

samples from the tumor periphery or frozen lymph nodes to check whether these samples are involved 

in the cancer or whether there is a clean margin or not. These tests are usually done within minutes 

(frozen sectioning). However, frozen sections are not always ideal, sometimes it is better to wait and 

use proper staining of the sample (takes longer) so you don’t end up preforming inappropriate surgery 

(too much or too little). 

 

[3] In fine needle aspiration (figure11) a small number of cells  are taken from the tumor and tested for 

a wide range of things (different stains could be used, whether the cells are differentiated or not, etc.). 

 Fine needle aspirations are generally taken from organs you can see and reach, like the thyroid and 

breast.  

However, with radiology, you can take fine needle samples from deep organs, such as the liver and 

lungs, without being invasive, as in other biopsies (radiological assistance guides you where to go 

without injuring the neighbouring tissues). Fine needle aspiration usually requires an experienced hand 

to be useful. It is very important to know the ideal way to sample different tumors. 

 

[4] cytological smear (pap smears-figure12) where cells are put directly on a slide and examined under a 

microscope. As you can see in the picture, malignancy is easily recognized by the presence of hyper-

chromatic nuclei, mitotic figures, and loss of normal shape. Tumor cells are generally less organized than 

normal cells. Cervical smears are not the only cytological smears done, cytological smearing is also used 

in bronchoscopies, in which lavage samples (samples taken from the lungs using a bronchoscope that 

passes through the mouth or nose) are taken. It can also be utilized in the bladder or GI tract. 
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Note : Neoplastic cells are less cohesive than other cells 

 

 

Immunocytochemistry and Immunohistochemistry:  

 
We all know that proteins expressed on the surface of cells can be detected by antibodies. 

 We can use this method to detect antigens on a slide using artificial antibodies (acquired by injecting 

the antigens in a rabbit or goat and purifying the antibodies produced by the animal). 

 Another antibody with a fluorescent tag detects the antigen/antibody complex and tells us whether the 

antigen presents in the sample or not. This is the primary method used in microscope-based 

examination in labs.  

 

example : e-cadherin antibodies figure13 

 
 

 

Figure12 Figure11 Figure10 

A 

B 

These pictures represent epithelial cells.. 

the antibody used to stain this sample was an antibody 

against e-cadherin (represented by the red lines) 

 

in A: , the epithelial cells are cohesive and normal. Red 

lines ( e-cadherin are clear)  

 

in B : we added TGF-B , which induces epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition, the cells lose e-cadherin, 

which is evident by the disappearance of the red lines 

in the bottom picture. 

 

Figure13 
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Although these methods are useful in research, they can also be utilized clinically. For example, when 

we receive a patient with a tumor, and we are unsure whether it is the primary tumor or a metastatic 

locus (we don’t know what the primary tumor is), we can take a sample from the tumor and perform 

immunocytochemistry for a wide range of antibodies for the tumors we suspect, until we find a 

particular antigen. For example, if the patient has a secondary metastasis (the primary tumor may be 

small and hasn’t caused major symptoms) with prostate specific antigen (PSA), this immediately tells us 

that the primary tumor is in the prostate. We call PSA a Tumor Marker Specific for lymphomas and 

leukemias, since they are separate cells and not solid tumors, we use Flow Cytometry, in which the 

sample is placed in an aqueous solution appropriate for the sample, and antibodies against specific 

differentiation antigens are added to specify the type of lymphoma or leukemia. A single cell line ofthe 

sample is created (see picture) the cell line goes through a laser detector. We can then specify the type 

of lymphoma or leukemia. Depending on the type, we can decide the treatment. 

 

 

Now , To the last topic which wasn’t mention in the lecture. It is similar to what we took in genetics 

course .. 

Molecular Techniques 
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figure 14 here represent our final note  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure14 
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Revise ur-self with these clips from the book  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


